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Massive expansion of gambling industryMassive expansion of gambling industry

Rapid growth of both governmentRapid growth of both government--sponsored sponsored 
and private sector gambling activities; and private sector gambling activities; 
Greater variability and relatively easy Greater variability and relatively easy 
accessibility of gambling;accessibility of gambling;
Proliferation of regulated and/or unregulated Proliferation of regulated and/or unregulated 
online gambling websites;online gambling websites;
Tremendous expansion of gambling worldwide;Tremendous expansion of gambling worldwide;
Cultural acceptance and normalization of Cultural acceptance and normalization of 
gambling as a legitimate form of entertainment.gambling as a legitimate form of entertainment.



Youth gamblingYouth gambling…………

The dominant long term trend has been a The dominant long term trend has been a 
progressive increase in the availability, progressive increase in the availability, 
amount of gambling and serious gamblingamount of gambling and serious gambling--

 related problems reported by juveniles related problems reported by juveniles 

Durand Jacobs, 2004.



Normalization of GamblingNormalization of Gambling

Through advertisements, television shows, movies, Through advertisements, television shows, movies, 
parental modelling, government endorsements, parental modelling, government endorsements, 
televised poker tournaments gambling has become televised poker tournaments gambling has become 
portrayed as normalized as harmless, exciting and portrayed as normalized as harmless, exciting and 
fun.fun.





Chocolate poker chips for kids Poker chips for adults



















Gambling in film and TVGambling in film and TV













Gambling campGambling camp





Internet GamblingInternet Gambling

















Is youth gambling a problem?Is youth gambling a problem?







Expenditures on Gambling AdsExpenditures on Gambling Ads

North American lotteries spent $400 million North American lotteries spent $400 million 
USD on advertising in 1996, and received $34 USD on advertising in 1996, and received $34 
billion in sales billion in sales (My Lotto Corner, 2003)(My Lotto Corner, 2003)

Interestingly, in most jurisdictions advertisement Interestingly, in most jurisdictions advertisement 
expenditures far exceed money allocated for expenditures far exceed money allocated for 
treatment, prevention & researchtreatment, prevention & research



Sample slogans:Sample slogans:

““It pays to be nice to people who play 6/49.It pays to be nice to people who play 6/49.””
““ThatThat’’s serious money!s serious money!””
““All you need is a dollar and a dream.All you need is a dollar and a dream.””
““Work is nothing but heartWork is nothing but heart--attackattack--inducing drudgery.inducing drudgery.””



Advertising & its impactAdvertising & its impact
Messages in lottery ads were oriented towards Messages in lottery ads were oriented towards 
particularly vulnerable segments of the population, particularly vulnerable segments of the population, 
specifically youth (specifically youth (National Gambling Impact Study Commission, 1999)National Gambling Impact Study Commission, 1999)

Advertising and television content introduces children Advertising and television content introduces children 
and teens to the principles of gambling (and teens to the principles of gambling (Griffiths & Woods, 2001)Griffiths & Woods, 2001)

Positive correlation between exposure to gambling ads Positive correlation between exposure to gambling ads 
and participation in gambling among adolescents (and participation in gambling among adolescents (GavrielGavriel--
Fried, 2007)Fried, 2007)

Advertisements for gambling serve as significant Advertisements for gambling serve as significant 
triggers and incentives to gamble triggers and incentives to gamble (Grant & Won Kim, 2001)(Grant & Won Kim, 2001)



Government commissions in both the U.S. and Government commissions in both the U.S. and 
Canada have noted that it is particularly Canada have noted that it is particularly 
troublesome that so much lottery advertising troublesome that so much lottery advertising 
was was deceptive and misleadingdeceptive and misleading, with little or , with little or 
no reference to the actual odds of winning. no reference to the actual odds of winning. 

Canadian National Council for Welfare (1996) Canadian National Council for Welfare (1996) 
U.S. National Gambling Impact StudyU.S. National Gambling Impact Study
Commission (1999) Commission (1999) 



The results of two recent The results of two recent 
studiesstudies……..



Gambling advertisements: A qualitative study Gambling advertisements: A qualitative study (N=143; 26 (N=143; 26 

focus groups; ages 13focus groups; ages 13--19)19)

Most visible ads were for lottery and casinoMost visible ads were for lottery and casino
InternetInternet--based ads were the most frequently based ads were the most frequently 
citedcited
Bright flashy colors, portrayal of young Bright flashy colors, portrayal of young 
individuals happy, large amounts of moneyindividuals happy, large amounts of money
Depictions of attractive women in adsDepictions of attractive women in ads
Use of humourUse of humour
Individuals perceived to be winningIndividuals perceived to be winning



Teens talk about gambling adsTeens talk about gambling ads
““When you walk in stores you see 10 million dollars this week andWhen you walk in stores you see 10 million dollars this week and you say, you say, 
‘‘Oh I Oh I wannawanna play!play!’’”” (male, 17)(male, 17)
““At the corner store IAt the corner store I’’ve seen flyers and advertisements to try and get you to ve seen flyers and advertisements to try and get you to 
buy a Bingo ticket.buy a Bingo ticket.”” (female, 16)(female, 16)
““ThereThere’’s something that always makes me think of the s something that always makes me think of the ““Cash for LifeCash for Life””
(scratch ticket) and how your property can be so much bigger and(scratch ticket) and how your property can be so much bigger and everything everything 
could be so much better and how much better your life could becould be so much better and how much better your life could be”” (female, (female, 
16)16)
““The ads do get in your headThe ads do get in your head”” (female, 13)(female, 13)
““Yes, after I see something so many times I believe itYes, after I see something so many times I believe it”” (female, 14)(female, 14)



Gambling advertisements: A quantitative study Gambling advertisements: A quantitative study (N=1,147; (N=1,147; 

ages 14ages 14--19)19)

Youth are bombarded by adsYouth are bombarded by ads
93% of youth report viewing ads with positive 93% of youth report viewing ads with positive 
messagesmessages
43% 43% >> 10 unsolicited e10 unsolicited e--mails to gamblemails to gamble
61% received spam advertisements61% received spam advertisements
96% seen advertisements on television96% seen advertisements on television

Use of humourUse of humour
Individuals perceived to be winningIndividuals perceived to be winning
38% influenced by ads, 31% not influenced; 38% influenced by ads, 31% not influenced; 
31% neutral31% neutral



PerceptionsPerceptions
68% report winning is easy68% report winning is easy
60% report probability of winning is high60% report probability of winning is high
81% gambling can make you rich81% gambling can make you rich

Responsible gamblingResponsible gambling
40% viewed responsible gambling message 40% viewed responsible gambling message ““gamble gamble 
but know the risksbut know the risks””
45% 45% ““gamble responsiblygamble responsibly””



ImpactImpact
42% influenced by the ad42% influenced by the ad--they want to try itthey want to try it
61% imagine/dream what winnings could buy61% imagine/dream what winnings could buy
35% report wanting to gamble after viewing an ad35% report wanting to gamble after viewing an ad

79% males; 57% age 1679% males; 57% age 16--1818

Problem gamblers more likely to gamble after seeing Problem gamblers more likely to gamble after seeing 
an adan ad



Common themes in ads for Common themes in ads for 
gambling, tobacco, & alcoholgambling, tobacco, & alcohol

The notion of fantasy/escapeThe notion of fantasy/escape
Financial/physiological rewardsFinancial/physiological rewards
Social advancement and being part of the Social advancement and being part of the ‘‘cool, incool, in--
crowdcrowd’’
EntertainmentEntertainment
The use of attractive sexually provocative femalesThe use of attractive sexually provocative females
Attainment of a glamorous/exciting lifestyleAttainment of a glamorous/exciting lifestyle
The desirability of independenceThe desirability of independence



General ConclusionsGeneral Conclusions

Overall impactOverall impact
Ads most enticing to individuals most interested in Ads most enticing to individuals most interested in 
gambling (males, older youth, problem gamblers) gambling (males, older youth, problem gamblers) 
Ads not inciting nonAds not inciting non--gamblers to gamble but gamblers to gamble but 
maintaining established gambling habits maintaining established gambling habits 
Ads seem to have a deleterious effect on youth with Ads seem to have a deleterious effect on youth with 
gambling problemsgambling problems



“…“…there are precedents that advertisements there are precedents that advertisements 
for the promotion of gambling, especially for the promotion of gambling, especially 
governmentgovernment--run lotteries, should perhaps be run lotteries, should perhaps be 
placed in the same category as alcohol and placed in the same category as alcohol and 
tobacco promotions because of the tobacco promotions because of the 
potentially addictive nature of gamblingpotentially addictive nature of gambling

 and the potential for being a major health and the potential for being a major health 
problem.problem.””

Griffiths (2005)Griffiths (2005)



What needs to be done?What needs to be done?
Additional research on the impact of  gambling Additional research on the impact of  gambling 
advertisements on youth.advertisements on youth.
Coordinated efforts to regulate advertising.Coordinated efforts to regulate advertising.
Initiatives to promote awareness about dangers of Initiatives to promote awareness about dangers of 
gambling in the general public.gambling in the general public.
Advertising should be accompanied by social Advertising should be accompanied by social 
responsibility messages.responsibility messages.
Stop selling the dream (i.e., gambling as an alternative Stop selling the dream (i.e., gambling as an alternative 
to work).to work).



Elimination of lottery dispensing vending machines.Elimination of lottery dispensing vending machines.
Rethinking ads that are particularly attractive to Rethinking ads that are particularly attractive to 
underage youth (use of games, cartoon characters, etc.).underage youth (use of games, cartoon characters, etc.).
Coordinated effort between the research and clinical Coordinated effort between the research and clinical 
community and the industry (e.g., Holiday press community and the industry (e.g., Holiday press 
release).release).
Regulation and monitoring of vendors. Enforcement of Regulation and monitoring of vendors. Enforcement of 
existing statutes.existing statutes.



For more information visit… 
www.youthgambling.com

International Centre for Youth Gambling Problems and High-Risk Behaviors
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